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1) Ava bought 20 balloons for a birthday party. Noah bought 
35 balloons for the same. To find out how many balloons 
were there in all, you need to  

a) Add b) Subtract c) Multiply 
 
 
 
 

2) Linda’s mother decorated her house with 30 red balloons 
and 45 white balloons. How many balloons were there in 
all? 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3) Jason bought 120 straws to build the model of an airplane 
and Luke bought 150 straws for the same purpose. What is 
the total number of straws? 

 

 

4) For a school carnival function, Neil sold 40 tickets, Steve 
sold 67 tickets and Sophia sold 80 tickets. How many 
tickets did the three children sell together? 

 

 

 

 

Addition Word Problems for Grade 2  
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5) A library had 250 travel books, 450 comic books, 120 
fiction books. Find the total number of books in the library. 

  
 

 
 

6) In a train there were 120 seats available for children and 
200 seats available for adults. How many seats were there 
in total?  

 

 

7) Sarah made 267 stars in her art class. She made 412 more 
at her home. How many stars did she make in all? 

 

 

8) Andrew had a collection of 1000 stickers and his friend 
Henry had a collection of 1200 stickers. How many stickers 
were there in all? 

 
 
 

9) Look at the picture below and answer the questions that 
follow. 
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a) Find the cost of the calculator and the shirt. 
b) Find the cost of the bag, book and the lamp.  

 
 
 

10) In a school there were 1345 students in grade 1, and 
1454 students in grade 2. Find the total number of students 
in grade 1 and grade 2.  
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1)    Add 

2)    75 balloons 

3)   270 straws 

4)   187 tickets 

5)   820 books 

6)   320 seats 
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7) 679 stars 

8) 2200 stickers 

9)      a) $173 
b) 65 

 

10) 2799 students 
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1.  When two numbers are combined, 
we call it ‘addition’. 

 
 

2. Any number of numbers can be 
added together. 
 

3. When two numbers are added the 
result is always greater than the 
numbers being added. 
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